
 



 
Module Design Overview 

AV systems have become very complicated and highly configurable. The control system programmer 

tends to be asked to do almost anything when it comes to system control. The problem comes in when 

the control system modules become bloated with functionality and extra control points that the system 

must deal with, even when those control points aren’t needed in a particular project. It has become a 

more frequently used practice to break module design up into components, with each part handling 

very specific functionality. Because the components have very specific reduced functionality and only 

those items that need to be controlled will be included, this keeps the overhead and footprint at the 

minimum required from system to system and gives the control system programmer complete control 

of the features included in their project. 

In addition, separating functionality by component also significantly enhances the ability to maintain 

and change the modules over time to support new features. New functionality (or entirely new 

components) can be added without affecting or breaking other components. This separation also makes 

it easier to track down and fix bugs and issues that may arise. Overall, this leads to a more stable and 

extensible product in the long run. 

The design of the Somfy POE SIMPL# design enables all communication with a single POE gateway over 

an IP connection. The communication is managed through a command processor module. The command 

processor module specifies IP address and port information to connect to the Somfy gateway. An 

endpoint can consist of a single motor or group of motors. Each endpoint is managed by a component 

module. Each component module registers with the command processor module. The component 

module can specify a single motor ID, group ID, or wildcard (*) that identifies the motor or group of 

motors actuated by the command being sent. A gateway may control up to 4 motors, and motors may 

be gathered in up to 5 groups. Grouped motors act as a single unit, but the motors are given a priority 

within a group to determine which motor moves first. Grouping motors and setting motor priority for a 

specific gateway is managed through Somfy configuration software that is outside the scope of this 

module. Any desired components are mapped to the primary communication module by the Crestron 

programmer. 

With this idea, these are the following components that will be developed as part of the scope of work. 

1. Primary command processor module 

2. Endpoint component module 

  



 

 

  



 

 



 

 

  



 

 



 

  



 

 



 

  



 

 

  



 
 


